College Women Skills
Practice

Practice Plan-organized by
Tracy Luhowy

http://hockeycoachingabcs.com/mediagall
ery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2008072220
4547549 is the video of the practice.

A3 Puck Handling Nervous System Overload
Key Points:
Keep the balls and pucks within a stick length and move
them around the body. Stress rolling the wrists big moves.
Description:
1. Combine using up to 3 balls or 3 pucks.
2. Use balls of different weight and bounce i.e. tennis,
racquet, hockey balls.
3. Example. Start with 3 kinds of balls and after each time
around replace the balls with pucks so you have 3 pucks,
Each lap take away one puck and then add speed when a
single puck is left.
4. When you get down to one puck shots at each end can be
done.
5. Use the lines and dots as places to do various moves.
The first part of this college women’s practice has them
handling one ball and one puck.
mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2008072220454754
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Explanation/Notes:
Type your explanation and key points
here.

B202 Luhowy Puckhandling and Passing Circuit
Key Points:
Control the puck and â€œlock and loadâ€• when you carry
the puck; meaning move it from in front to your side. Keep a
strong skating position with the knees bent and head up.
Description:
Line up behind the top of the circle with 2 or 3 players facing
2 or 3 players at the other end. Have between 2 and 4
groups depending on the number of players. A group of 4 is
the smallest.
1. First player in each line skate towards the other line and
pass to the far line.
2. Exchange pucks and pass to opposite line.
3. Skate to red line tight left turn and pass to original line.
4. Repeat but make a tight right turn.
5. Carry toward other player and head and shoulder fakes
with legs wide then pass.
6. Alternate knee touches and pass to far line.
7. Carry the puck and do a lateral push to face the other
player and exchange pucks.
8. Exchange pucks twice then pass to the far end.
*Other passes like backhands, saucer or moves like in the
feet, toe drag can be added.
mediagallery/media.php?f=0&sort=0&s=2008072023504376

B6 Zig zag Skating in Neutral Zone
Description:
1. Leave from diagonal corners.
2. Do 3 zigs-zags between blue and
red lines.
3. Various skating tasks. Forward,
backward, transition F to B.
4. Vary the puck carrying technique.
i.e. only on the forehand, only on
the backhand, move puck quickly.
B6 Three Lane Shooting
Description:
1. Three players leave from diagonal
corners.
2. Cross the red line with the puck.
3. First player skate straight, second
player skate along red line then turn
and shoot from middle lane, third
player skate along red line then turn
and shoot from outside the dot in
the far lane.

4. After the last shot the other two
diagonal corners leave.
Explanation/Notes:
D400 Two on Two Tournament
Key Points:
Waiting players stay within a stick length
of the red line.
Description:
1. Play 2 on 2 at each end.
2. Rotation is attack-defend-breakoutrest.
3. Defending team waits for the pass
from the front of the line.
4. Allow the pass when the defenders
are above the circle.
5. On a dump out the attacking team
gets the puck and can attack again.
6. Play 3 games of 5 minutes.

